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A Crop Insurance Program for Managing Risk 
in a Dryland Region of Portugal 

1. Introduction 
Agricultural activity is, 

by nature, a business that 
involves risk. Farmers fa
ce a variety of prices, yield 
and resources risks, which 
make their incomes unsta
ble from year to year. 
Crops and livestock pro
duction may be destroyed 
by natural hazards such as 
floods, fire, drought, etc. 
The risk can be reduced 
through several techni
ques of the farm manage
ment, such as the diversi
fication of the agricultural 
production activities or 
the transfer of the agricul
tural risk to other sectors 
of the economy, such as 
insurance (Hazell, 1986). 
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Abstract 
This re.search wor~ studies the decrease in and the variability of the farmers 
prodUCIng cereals In the Alentejo dry land region of Portugal. The variability 
of the farmers' Incomes can be lessened through the introduction of an area
yield crop insurance program. A mathematical programming model is devel
?ped to determine the premium rate that farmers are willing to pay for reduc
Ing the variability of their incomes. 

!v!0d~1 r~sults show that the premium rate demanded by the insurance compa
nIes IS higher than the value farmers are willing to pay in the Alentejo region 
of Portugal. Farmers are willing to pay between 13.5% and 14.5% of the val
ue of the premium rate .d~manded by insurance companies. The Portuguese 
government should subSidize between 85.5% and 86.5 % of the premium rate 
value. 

Resume 
L 'objectif de cette etude est d'examiner le probleme de la baisse et de la vari
abilite de ~~ J?roduction de cereales dans la region de l'Alentejo au Portugal. 
La vanabzlzte des revenus des agriculteurs peut etre reduite d travers l'intro
duction d'un programme d'assurance des recoltes. Un modele de programma
tion mathematique est develop pe pour determiner le taux de la prime d 'assur
ance que les agriculteurs sont disposes d payer pour reduire la variabilite de 
leurs revenus. 

Les resultats montrent que le taux de la prime demande par les compagnies 
d:a~suranc~s est p~us eleve par rapport d celui que les agriculteurs dans la 
regIOn de I 'AlenteJo au Portugal sont disposes d payer. Les agriculteurs sont 
dispos,es d payer entre 13.5% et 14.5% de la valeur du taux de la prime de
mande par les compagnies d'assurances. Le gouvernement Portugais devrait 
subventionner entre 85. 5% et 86.5% de la valeur du taux de la prime. 

This research seeks to 
attain two objectives. 
The first objective in
tends to determine the 
maximum premium that 
the crop farmers are will
ing to pay to reduce the 
risk originating from the 
variability of their in
comes and to analyze the 
farmers' behavior after 
the purchasing of the in
surance. The second ob
jective intends to deter
mine the financial contri
bution of the Portuguese 
government into a crop 
msurance program. 

2. Methodology 
The expected utility as

sumes that the individ
ual, when evaluating dif
ferent risk situations, 
substitutes the monetary 

The problem under s
tudy in this research work 
is the decrease in and the 
~ariability of.the income o~ the farmers producing crops 
m the AlenteJo dryland reglOn of Portugal. This research 
work studies the implementation of an area-yield crop in
sur~n~e program, as an instrument for risk management. 
!h1s msurance program, proposed by Miranda in 1991, 
mcludes all o~ the factors of climatic origin responsible for 
crop production decreases. The indemnity payments are 
base~ on the average production of an agricultural area 
that mcludes farmers with insurance and farmers without 
insur~nce (Serr~o, 1991)., When assuming the risks for a 
certam prod~ction level, this insurance program allows 
~hat, fac.e? w~th the occurrence of a casualty, the farmer is 
mdemmfted 1~dependently of his crop production, but in 
accordance w1t.h ~he average productivity of the agricul
tural .area. Th1s msurance program was introduced in 
1993 m E.U.A: for wheat and soybeans, working with 
more than 100 msurance areas. In 1994 it was enlarged to 
more than 1,200 insurance areas and to other crops such 
as cotton, corn and barley (Goodwin et aI, 1995). 

values of the wealth for 
the utility of the wealth. This procedure, which gives rise 
to the expected utility criterion, modifies the wealth val
ues, substituting them for the utility of the wealth and it 
does not alter the probabilities of events occurrence. The 
expected utility function is known as "von Neumann -
M?rgenstern utility". In an analysis consistent with the 
a:ClOms of the expect~d.utility theory and where only the 
fmal wealth matters, it 1S assumed that each individual has 
a ~til~ty f~nction tha.t ~llows investment appraisal. If this 
cntenon 1S ~dopted, 1t 1S natural to ask the question: how 
m~ch certamty would wealth provide a decision-maker 
:v~t~ the same sa~isfaction level as that by the sum of the 
1mtial ~e~lth w1th an ~gricultural product portfolio of 
uncertam mcome :x? Th1s concept is denominated of cer
tainty equivalent and it can be stated through the follow
ing expression (Eeckhoudt et aI, 1995): 

U ( W * ) = f U ( Wo + x) f( x ) dx 
(1) 

Where: 
'-- Evora University, Largo dos Colegiais, 7000-554 Evora, Portugal. W >:- - Certainty equivalent; 
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wo -Initial wealth; 
x - Agricultural product portfolio of uncertain income 
added to the initial wealth; 
U (. ) - Expected utility of the crop farmer wealth; and, 
f (. ) - Density function of x. 

This equation shows what should be the certainty 
wealth level without risk that originates the same utility 
level as an investment with risk. Can the individual now 
ask what are the fair terms of exchange between uncer
tainty (WO + x) and certainty (W ,:-)? This is the asking 
price concept of the investment, which can be defined in 
the following way: 

P a = W ,:- - WO (2) 

Where: 
P a - Asking price. 

The asking price is the minimum price for which the in
dividual is willing to sell the investment. If a buyer was 
found out to be ready to pay more than P a' the owner 
commits himself to the transaction. If buyers willing to 
offer P a do not exist, the owner retains the investment. A 
positive asking price means that the investment has a pos
itive effect on wealth, so the decision maker evaluates it 
positively_ A negative asking price means that the indi
vidual is prepared to pay whoever is willing to take the in
vestment. This notation of negative asking price corre
sponds to the insurance concept, since the individual gets 
rid of an initial risk for the payment of a certain monetary 
~mount_ The risk premium can be defined in the follow-
mgway: 

7r = J-t - Pa 
Where: 

(3) 

7r - Risk premium of an additional investment; 
P a - Asking price; and, 
J-t - Expected value of the agricultural product portfolio of 
uncertain income. 

A mathematical programming model that maximizes 
the expected utility value of the farmer's wealth is devel
oped in this research work. This model uses an objective 
function, presented by Saha, of the von Neuman-Mor
genstern type, with decreasing absolute risk aversion and 
increasing relative risk aversion. This model also describes 
production, managerial, marketing and financial aspects 
of Alentejo farmers under two nature states (accident state 
and no accident state). The expected utility of the farmer's 
wealth is maximized subject to the following constraint 
set:: 

2 

Max = E ( U ( W)) = L 0; (A - EXP (- <P ~ 11)) 
; ~ I 

s.a. 
(4) 

Where: 
8 i-Probabilities of the events for each nature state (i = 
1,2); 
Wi - The farmer's wealth in each nature state (i= 1,2); 
E( . ) - Expected value; 
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U (. ) - Utility function; 
X - Decision variable vector of the model; 
Fd - Opportunity set of the model; 
EXP - Exponential; and, 
A, <1>, 11 - Parameters of the utility function. 
The parameters have the following restrictions:A > 1, <I> 7: 

0, 11 7: 0, <I> 11 > o. 
The parameter A does not influence the risk attitude 

characterization and the optimum choice determination 
and it only guarantees the positiveness of the utility func
tion. Similar to other studies, this research work was al
ready attributed with the value 2. The parameter <I> has an 
effect essentially linear in the absolute risk aversion coef
ficient, when the parameter 11 is constant. Therefore, vari
ations of this parameter allow that the magnitude of the 
risk aversion coefficient is different, without altering the 
solutions (Saha, 1993). The larger the parameter, the high
er the sensitivity of the model faced with alterations to 
the parameter 11, because the aversion levels to the risk are 
higher. This research work opted to fix the parameter <I> as 
0.01 so that it was possible to vary the parameter 11, which 
has a non-linear behavior relative to the absolute risk 
aversion coefficient, when <I> is constant. As the wealth is 
more sensitive to alterations in this parameter than in 
the former, this research work opted to vary this pa
rameter of the interval] 0; 1 [ , in agreement with the pre
supposition of decreasing absolute risk aversion and in
creasing risk relative aversion. 

3. Data and Information 
The Alentejo dryland region of Portugal includes vari

ous agricultural areas and crop production systems. Be
cause of the impossibility of studying all the crop pro
duction systems, a representative farm in the Alentejo 
dryland region was chosen. Even so, it was necessary to 
collect a quantity of data and information. The data were 
collected from the Farm Accountancy Data Network, A
gricultural Statistics, the Bank of Portugal, Farmers' As
sociations, agricultural technicians and researchers. 

The representative farm produces cereals in the Alente
jo dryland region; its agricultural production also includes 
other crops and livestock products. The farm activity is 
subject to a set of production, marketing, financial and fis
cal constraints representing the decision making process. 
The representative farm area was divided into two units 
according to the soil use capacities, each of 250 hectares. 
The first unit comprises the good soils (type A and B 
soils) and the second one medium soils (type C soils). The 
model includes 16 types of crop rotations chosen accord
ing to the use capacity of each soil type and to technical 
criteria. The production constraints include limitations 
with respect to land use, labor, use of capital, and use of 
tractor and combine harvester. The farm income was col
lected from the crop and livestock accounts. The risk 
analysis demanded the construction of a series of crop ac-
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counts for seven years. The farm income was deflated for 
1994/95 through the GDP index. 

The financial constraints include limitations with re
spect to current assets, owners: equity and ~urrent l~a~ili
ties. The final farmer's wealth 1S calculated m a restnction 
by the sum of the initial wealth together with farm in
comes after taxes. 

The premium rate is calculated exogen.ously to the .mod
el and individually for each crop, assummg that the msur
ance market is a market in perfect competition (null pure 
profits), where the expected value of the indemnity p.a~
ments is equal to the pure premium rate. The product1v1-
ty by hectare follows a nor~al distr~bution .and the criti
cal point, starting from whiCh the mdemmty payments 
will be placed, is the mean minus one fourth of the stan
dard deviation. 

4. Results 
This research work determines that farmers are willing 

to pay the premium rate for area-yield crop insurance 
demanded by the insura.nce companies. T~o ty~es of 
models make this evaluation. The models w1thout msur
ance intend to determine how willing the farmer is to pay 
for an area-yield crop insurance. The models. with insur
ance intend to confirm the results of the prevlOUS models 
and to verify whether the farmer benefits from the pur
chase of area-yield crop insurance. In these models, sever
al crop production alternatives were considered, reI?re
senting different expectations of the farmer's productlOn 
and two states of nature, the accident state and the no-ac
cident state. Through observations conducted in proxim
ity to the farmers, it was verified that, through a set . ~f 
subjective probabilities, they overvalue the loss probab1h
ty, and that the mean of the observations corresponded to 
the established critical point in the insurance proposal. As 
agricultural production follows a normal distribution, the 
occurrence probability of each state is 0.5. The results are 
valid for an interval of variation of the parameter 11 of the 
function objective between 0.3138 and 0.5347. 

4.1 Results Without Area-Yield Crop Insu
rance 

The certainty equivalent gives the income level.with~:)Ut 
risk for which the individual obtains the same satisfaction 
as an application with risk. The a?alysis of the ce~a~n~y 
equivalent reveals that if the value 1S lower than the 1mtial 
wealth (259,375 Euros) , the investment wit~ ris~ .has a 
negative effect on the wealth, and the farmer 1S w1llmg to 
pay to liberate from it. 

The analysis of the table 1 allows r~inforcem~nt of th~ 
idea that the farmer is averse to the nsk. The nsk prem1-
urn is always positive, which means that. the far~er do~s 
not value the risk of the investment and 1tS margmal util
ity decreases. 

table 1 The asking price is negative, which means that 
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Tab. 1 Results without insurance 

11 = 0.3138 11 = 0 .5347 
W' 254696 Euros 254 295 Euros 

1t 217 Euros 619 Euros 

Pa -4679 Euros -5 080 Euros 

Aa 0.00001527 0,00004356 

Source: Model Resul ts, the authors' cal cul ations 
Notes: initial Wealth = 259375 Euros 
Where: 
11- Paramete r of risk aversion of the utility fu nction 
W' - Certa inty equi val ent 
It - Risk premium 
Pa - Asking price of the in vestment; and 

Aa - Absolute risk aversion coefficient 

the investment has a negative effect on the farmer's 
wealth and that he is willing to pay for the value of the 
asking price to be liberated from the risk of th~ invest
ment. As the risk premium increases, the premlUm rate 
that the farmer is willing to pay for the area-yield insur
ance also increases. The premium rate will be between 
4 679 Euros and 5 080 Euros, depending on the aversion 
degree to the farmer's risk. The higher t~e risk av~rsion 
is, the higher the premium rate for area-Y1eld crop msur
ance that the farmer is willing to pay. 

4.2 Results with area-yield crop insurance 
After the calculation of the premium rate that the farm

ers are willing to pay for purchasing a contract for area
yield crop insurance, it is necessary to verify whethe.r the 
premium rate demanded by the m~u~ance compames. e
quates with what the farmers are wdlmg to pay. The m
troduction of the insurance premium rate demanded by 
the insurance companies into the different models gave 
rise to the solutions previously presented, which means 
that the premium rate demanded by the insurance com
panies is larger than the premium rate that the farmers are 
willing to pay. Therefore, the Portuguese go~ernment 
should subsidize the premium rate of the area-Y1eld crop 
insurance so that the farmers are willing to buy it. To 
confirm ;he premium rate that the farmer .is willing to 
pay in each one of the models, .the premlUm .rate de
manded by the insurance compames was success1vely re
duced in percentile terms to the point where the farmer 

Tab. 2 Results with insurance 

11 = 0.3138 11 = 0 .5347 

W' 262900 Euros 262661 Euros 

1t 2 Euros 5 Euros 

Pa 3 525 Euros 3 286 Eu ros 

Aa 0.00001482 0.00004281 
Source: Model resuks, the authors' calculations 
Notes: initial wealth = 259 375 Euros 
Where: 
11- Parameter of risk aversion of the utility fu nction 
W' -Certainty equivalent 
It - Risk premium 
Pa -Asking price of the investment; and 

Aa - Absolute risk aversion coefficient 
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buys the insurance. The results are presented in table 2: 
The comparison of this table with table 1 allows con

cluding that the certainty equivalent is larger in the mod
els with insurance than in the models without insurance. 
The farmer is willing to change the investment with in
surance for an investment without risk since the return 
for this investment plus the initial wealth is larger than 
the value of the certainty equivalent, that is, with area
yield crop insurance; the farmer values his investments 
positively, since they have a positive effect on his wealth. 

The risk premium is located very close to zero, which 
means that the farmer abdicates additional compensation 
for assumed risk and has a behavior very close to neutral
ity to risk. The farmer chooses crop production activities 
associated with a higher risk. When the farmer buys an 
area-yield crop insurance, he is willing to assume higher 
risk. Therefore, the marginal rate of substitution of his 
preferences between expected income and risk (represent
ed by the isoutility curve) is moved, a portfolio at the ef
ficient frontier with higher risk being chosen. The farmer 
stops managing the risk through management techniques, 
in this case through a greater diversification which gives 
rise to a choice of crops with smaller risk and smaller in
come, and prefers to transfer the risk to other economic 
sectors. The asking price of the investment becomes pos
itive, indicating that the farmer starts to value the invest
ment positively. 

4.3 Government financial support 
The premium rate of area-yield crop insurance demand

ed by the insurance companies is greater than the premi
um rate that the farmers are willing to pay for the insur
ance. In this case, the intervention of the Portuguese gov
ernment as a funding entity is necessary. The Portuguese 
government should subsidize the difference between the 
premium rate defined by the insurance company and the 
premium rate that the farmers are willing to pay. 

Farmers are willing to pay between 13.5% and 14.5% of 
the value of the premium rate demanded by insurance 
companies. Thus, the Portuguese government should sub
sidize between 85.5% and 86.5% of the value of the pre
mium rate (Table 3). Despite the subsidy of the Por-

Tab. 3 Government Financial Support 

Premium Farmers more 
Descri ption rate Averse to the risk 

Farming Gcwernment 

Durum wheat 112.56 16 .32 96.24 

Wheat! good soils 207 .99 30 .16 177.83 

Wheat! mediu m soils 176.80 25 .64 151.16 

Barley (used in brewing) 139.52 20 .23 119.29 

Common barley 119.15 17 .28 101.87 

Oats 84.41 12.24 72.17 

Triticum 146.67 21.27 125.40 

Source: Model Results, the authors' ca lcul ations 
Note: Va lues in Euros /h ecta re 
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tuguese government being fairly high, several benefits ex
ist for the local community because of the implementa
tion of area-yield crop insurance program. 

5. Conclusions 
This research work studies the problem of the decrease 

in and of the variability of the farmers producing cereals 
in the Alentejo dryland region of Portugal. The variabili
ty of the farmers' incomes can be lessened through the in
troduction of an area-yield crop insurance program. This 
research work analyzes the introduction of this insurance 
in agreement with two objectives. The first objective de
termines the premium rate that the farmers are willing to 
pay for reducing the variability of their incomes and it an
alyzes the farmers' behavior after the purchase of the area
yield crop insurance. The second objective intends to de
termine the Portuguese government subsidy of the pre
mium rate in case the farmer is not willing to pay the to
tality of the premium rate. 

A mathematical programming model is developed to 
maximize the expected utility value of the farmers' wealth 
producing cereals in the Alentejo dryland region and it is 
used to determine the premium rate that farmers are will
ing to pay for reducing the variability of their incomes. 
Model results allow verifying that the risk premium and 
the asking price have opposite behavior. The higher the 
compensation demanded by the farmer by the assumed 
risk, the smaller the value that the farmer is willing to re
ceive to sell the investment with risk. When the asking 
price is negative, it means that the farmer is willing to pay 
to avoid the risk of the investment. This value corre
sponds to the premium rate of the area-yield crop insur
ance that the crop farmer is willing to pay. 

The introduction of the premium rate of the area-yield 
crop insurance demanded by the insurance companies in 
this model allows to conclude that the farmer is not will
ing to pay the demanded premium rate. Faced with such 
conclusion, the premium rate was successively reduced in 
percentile terms, to the value the farmer opts to do the in
surance. It is verified that with the purchase of the area
yield crop insurance, the farmer's absolute aversion to 
risk decreases in the same way as the risk premium which 

Farmers less 
averse to the ri sk 

Farming Government 

15.20 97.36 

28.08 179.91 

23.86 152.94 
18.84 120.68 

16.09 103.06 

11.39 73.02 

19.80 126.87 

approaches zero. This indicates 
that the farmer abdicates addi
tional compensation for assumed 
risk, the risk being much smaller 
because, through the recruiting 
of insurance, it is transferred to 
another entity, assuming the 
farmer behaves in a way very 
close to neutrality to risk. The 
asking price of the investment be
comes positive, indicating that 
when the farmer buys the area
yield crop insurance, he starts to 
value the accomplished invest-
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ment positively. Another immediate consequence of the 
purchase of area-yield crop insurance is the choice of pro
duction technologies with larger associated risk. 

The premium rate demanded by the insurance compa
nies is greater than the farmers are willing to pay; so there 
is a need for the intervention of a third entity that har
monizes the interests of both. The Portuguese govern
ment can intervene as subsidizer, assuring the balance be
tween supply and demand. The subsidy of the Portuguese 
government corresponds to the difference between the 
value demanded by the insurance company and the 
amount that the farmer is willing to pay. In this way, the 
Portuguese government subsidizes, through a system of 
bonuses to the premium rate of area-yield crop insurance, 
a percentage between 85.5% and 86.5% of the value of the 
premium rate. 

The implementation of the area-yield crop insurance in 
the Alentejo Dryland region brings a group of advantages 
that are enumerated hereinafter. For the insurance com
panies, it constitutes a new income source with lower 
risk, since it does not have the problems originated by the 
asymmetrical information that the crop insurance 
schemes currently have. On the other hand, it reduces the 
administrative costs due to the simplification of data pro
cessing and of complaint in case of accident. The farmer, 
through the area-yield crop insurance, transfers a part of 
the risk to the insurance companies and this reduces the 
underlying risk to the crop production in a dryland re
gion. As a consequence, this has the effect of decreasing 
the farmer's risk aversion, which reduces his compensa
tion for the assumed risk and leads to the choice of alter
native agricultural production technologies with larger 
risk. On the other hand, the farmer is not dependent on 
the aid of the Portuguese government in bad years to 
~ar.antee ~is survival; the insurance guarantees him a 
mllllmum lllcome. 

The Portuguese government, in spite of the subsidy be
ing rather high, brings about other benefits to the com
munity which are difficult in terms of accountancy. Area
yield crop insurance, while increasing the farmer's 
wealth, generates positive effects on the welfare of the ru
ral areas. It can have a positive effect in combating the im
balances between the interior and the coast of Portugal. 
When the farmer buys an insurance contract against 
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calamity situations, the execution probability of the loans 
to the credit institutions increases, with a consequent de
crease in the interest rates to agriculture. Finally, the 
budget for the bonuses of the premium rate is estimated 
in advance, so the resolution of calamity situations is not 
dependent on the immediate readiness of budgets com
mitted within the general budget of the Portuguese gov
ernment for the resolution of farmers' problems. 

This research work has some limitations. The greatest 
limitations concern the quality of the collected data and 
the type of the objective function. As suggestion for fu
ture research works, it would be interesting to estimate an 
utility function of the farmer and to compare the results 
of area-yield crop insurance with other approaches of risk 
management such as futures and options. 
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